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(+1)3302171017 - http://www.eatpokefresh.com

A complete menu of Poke Fresh from Cuyahoga Falls covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on
the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Poke Fresh:
look at the photo of the menu I uploaded. it clearly lists what vegan is. it's like an Asian theme chip. it was clean,
the staff was friendly, the eating was great, and it was fast. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit

outside and be served in nice weather. What Aphrodite Phelps doesn't like about Poke Fresh:
Well, I went to this place for the longest always loved it. They closed for a min. I'm guessing new management
possibly ran out if food, not sure but I do know when it comes to the drinks they have no taste to them and the

tapioca was also hard. Food, the rice was hard as well. Other than that great customer service, Clean. I will miss
going here, but unfortunately it's not my cup of tea. read more. For you, Poke Fresh from Cuyahoga Falls

prepares fine sushi (e.g., Nigiri and Inside-Out), in numerous other versions, with fresh ingredients like fish,
vegetables and meat, and you can look forward to the tasty typical seafood cuisine. Furthermore, you'll find
scrumptious American menus, like for instance burgers and grilled meat on the menu, You can also discover

scrumptious South American menus in the menu.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

P�z�
PIZZA HAWAII

SALSAS
CHIPOTLE

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

TOFU

TUNA

MEAT

CHICKEN

GINGER

WHITE RICE
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